
84. Our investigation does not support these contentions. Dr Dempster arrived at
the scene at 10.04am, 139 after a briefing at the Police Station, and was admitted
into the house at 12.04pm.140 [During the interval he returned home to get warm
clothing.] As said earlier, it was important that everything should be put in place
to ensure the pathologist could do his work without further risk of damaging key
evidence whether on the carpet or elsewhere. Bearing in mind the importance
of blood spots on garments, [Arawa is a case in point where blood spots ran
across the thigh and lower leg it would have been regrettable if the pathologist
had smudged or transferred blood while disarranging clothes to take rectal body
temperatures]. As Detective Sergeant Weir saw it, the need to preserve the
scene and bodies undisturbed at that point outweighed the advanta~es of taking
body temperatures.141 Detective Senior Sergeant Doyle concurred. 42 In his
experience core body tests are only a broad indication of the time of death and
taking them can cause considerable disarrangement of clothing and the risk of
cross contamination. Preservation of the position of bodies and other objects
within the scene were more important to him at that time than gaining an
advance indication of the time of death.

85. Dr Thomson confirms core body temperatures are not accurate, however, he
believes they can be valuable in indicating an approximate range of times within
which death is likely to have occurred. In his view there would have been some
value in taking body temperatures when Dr Dempster gained entry at 1204
hours but the equipment available [rectal thermometer] would have meant
substantial movement. He agrees the possible consequences of this could well
have outweighed the temperature recordings at that time. While he believes that
a temperature recording taken after 1200 hours may have been useful, in
retrospect, Dr Thomson has no doubt that earlier access to the scene and an
earlier set of temperature recordin~ would have provided more useful
information on the timing of death. 43 Dr Dempster has said determining time of
death by body temperatures has a range of error which is quite significant and
would not permit precise pinpointing of the time of death. He says the literature
suggests that with a single temperature and good knowledge of the environment
[such as the air temperature being reasonably constant] .itis possible to
establish time of death to an accuracy rate of plus or minus 2.8 hours for about
12-14 hours after death. He believed there was little point in taking
temperatures at the Bain house because the bodies had already cooled
significantly. 144

86. Taking everything into account, we are not disposed to criticise the judgements
made and we accept that it is perfectly in order to keep,a crime scene closed
until the Officer in Charge is ready to allow people inside to begin examination
work. The type of problems which can occur have been discussed to some
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extent in paragraphs 48 to 50. Moreover, we acknowledge that body
temperatures are only a broad based indication of the time of death. (Since this
time there have been considerable advances in this field, and muscle probes
now available in Dunedin are a less intrusive way of recording temperature). Dr
Dempster has no serious concerns about the delay and recognises that it was a
decision which rested on the Police commander at the scene.1:5 Dr Thomson
accepts that the ole Scene has an overriding responsibility to preserve the
evidence for later assessment and collection. In exercising this responsibility
however, the Ole Scene should not overlook the importance of the bodies as
items of evidence, and the need for an appropriately skilled person to have
access to them at the earliest possible opportunity. He described the dela" in
establishing a plastic protected access way to the bodies as unfortunate.14

87. In considering specifically the time of Stephen's death, Dr Thomson advises that
the assessment of body temperature by palpation [touch] is notoriously difficult.
He agrees with Mr Karam that given the climate in Dunedin and Stephen's lack
of clothing, he would be expected to lose more heat than the other members of
the family. Against this, he says, would be the period of undoubted exertion
prior to death during which the body temperature may have been elevated. It
was Mr Wombwell's evidence that he noted a difference in body temperature
between Robin Bain and all the otherdeceased.147 Dr Thomson believes this is
significant but he doubts the minor variations in temperature between Stephen
and other family members who were presumably killed at about the same time
would have been detectable by palpation.148

88. This was another matter argued before the jury during the trial and given all the
circumstances of this particular case, we do not believe that the delay in
admitting the pathologist into the crime scene was in any way unreasonable or
improper or that it operated to the disadvantage of David Bain.

Delay in Allowing Photographer Access

89. Mr Karam contends there was an unacceptable delay in allowing the
photographer to begin his tasks and that consequently the scene of the crime
was not photographically preserved intact before investigators moved in. He
suggests this was another Police decision which impacted against David Bain.149

90. As with the pathologist, it is desirable to have a photographer early at the scene
so that helshe may photograph the situation as closely as possible to the state in
'which it was discovered. It is now common practice to video tape the scene as
well as to take numerous still photographs for evidence and reconstruction
purposes. [Although in 1994, having a video camera at a crime scene was a
fairly novel experience in Dunedin.]
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91. We have carefully examined this aspect and have spoken with the photographer
and those who supervised and instructed him on work required at the scene.
The officer, Senior Constable Gardener, has now left the service but still has
good recall of events. Records show that he was telephoned at home at 0729
hours 150 and at 0748 hours 151 he reported he was at the Police Station where he
assembled and readied his equipment. At 0947 hours 152 he is logged as having
arrived at the Command Vehicle in Every Street to await entry to the scene. At
1029 hours 153 he accompanied Detective Sergeant Weir into the scene to begin
video filming. He exited the scene at 1051 hours 154 to take outside shots and
went back inside at 1204/1205 hours 155 with Dr Dempster. Contrary to remarks
attributed to him by Mr Karam 156 he does not believe he was unduly held outside
and says he usually expected to wait outside a crime scene before being called
in.15?

92. When testifying at the trial, Detective Sergeant Weir said, "[At] 12.05pm I went
into the house with Dr Dempster, his assistant and another officer. Some video
footage was taken inside the house".158 From that remark, Mr Karam claims that
Weir misled the court as he knew video-taping had been done as early as 1045
hours. He asks in the book "Why is it that the jury were fold that filming did not
start until after 12.05pm when the tape itself shows this to be untrue?" 59
Detective Sergeant Weir did not say that there had been no earlier taping. This
is clear from the video tape itself where time is shown on a grandfather clock in
the house and it is documented on the scene log ("Weir and video in"). Mr
Karam suggests he "established" that Senior Constable Gardener was
filming/taking photographs at that earlier hour. We do not accept the allegation
Detective Sergeant Weir was in any way seeking to conceal the fact. He was
simply observing that the photographer video taped examinations conducted by
the pathologist preparatory to the tape being screened for the jury.

93. Mr Karam also suggests in his book that the Police had improperly edited out
portions of a video tape supplied to the defence team.160 This assertion is
incorrect and will be covered in later paragraphs.

94. We do not believe there was any unreasonable delay in letting the photographer
into the scene, any impropriety over his work or any failure to disclose
information. We particularly find it was a judgment call for the OC Scene as to
when to admit the photographer and we accept the decision to have the member
wait until ready to receive him. After all, it was for only 42 minutes after his
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arrival at the scene which is not at all out of the ordinary when securing and
planning the examination of serious crime scenes, especially where there are
multiple deaths and a survivor still to deal with. The photographer was not
required at the scene prior to his admission and there can be no criticism of the
time spent at the station where he readied and assembled his equipment.

Failure to Fix Time of 111 Emergency Call

95. As mentioned earlier, one of the points made by the Police against David was a
25 minute period between his return home from the paper round and when he
made the 111 emergency call where he did not adequately account for his
actions. Mr Karam suggests this is another instance of Police ineptitude or
impropriety which impacted against David Bain.

96. In his book, he contends the Police did not accurately fix the time of the 111
cal1.161This claim is related to a comment made by Ms Bampton, Telecom
supervisor, where she said she believed the call first started earlier than the
telecom printout indicated.162 Mr Karam claimed Ms Bampton confirmed this
when she said in her statement she believed the call started at about 6.45 or
6.50am. [This was because her assistant who starts at 7.00am was not
there.]163 Ms Edwards, the operator who took the actual phone call, also said in
an initial Police job sheet that she thought the call came in just after 6.30am.164

In fact, this comment was made during her initial contact by telephone with a
Dunedin officer who telephoned her at home. At that stage she did not have the
benefit of being able to refer to Telecom computer records and simply gave the
wrong time when recounting details of the call from David.

97. We have confirmed the 111 call from David was recorded at the Malicious Call
Centre, Hamilton at 0709 hours 165and was referred to the Christchurch
emergency calls operator at precisely 0710 hours.166 There is no doubt these
times are accurate. The computer printouts show it clearly. The operator, Ms
Edwards, unequivocally accepts 0710 hours was the time she first had contact
with David.167 This should have been clear to Mr Karam from the information
provided to him - which included a detailed statementfrom the operator, when
she said the call came in at 0710 hours and various logs from the emergency
services.

98. The sequence of events was: The call was initially logged at the Malicious Call
.Centre Hamilton at 0709 hours and at Telecom, Christchurch, at 0710 hours. It
was passed to Dunedin Ambulance at 0711 hours 168who notified Dunedin
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Police at 0712 hours.169 Police were enroute to the scene at 0715 hours.170 The
operator stayed on the line with David and heard the Police arrive at the house.
Contrary to what Mr Karam and Mr Withnall171 have claimed the operator did
overhear events after the police gained entry and this included David
convulsing 172 before she spoke to her supervisor and hung up at 0735 hours.
The call was logged on the computer as terminating after 26 minutes and 19
seconds, at 0735 hours.173

99. Mr Karam claims David screamed and burbled uncontrollably into the telephone
but this is not what is recorded on the message taped in the ambulance office.174

Although there is emotion in his voice, he can be heard clearly to give address
details and telephone number and to lucidly resPond to questions. He was also
able to abuse the Telecom operator when she asked him to calm down [not
recorded]. The tape recording of his actual conversation with the ambulance
officer was played during the trial so jurors could gauge for themselves the state
of his agitation.

100. In the book, Mr Karam asks why Ms Bampton did not testify at the trial. He
suggests it was because her evidence of the alleged early receipt of the call was
suppressed as it was not helpful to the Crown case. In fact both defence
counsel and the Crown Prosecutor agreed she was not required. Mr Guest
accepted her statement where she referred to the call coming in earlier was
obviously wrong because of the Malicious Call Centre and Telecom computer
times. He agreed the 111 call operator, Mrs Edwards, was the only person
required to give evidence.

101. We find the time of the call was correctly and accurately determined and that
evidence given in that regard cannot be justifiably criticised or called .into
question. We believe the officers involved in this aspect of the matter
performed their duties properly and professionally.

Failure to Fix Time Newspaper Round Was Completed

102. In this matter Mr Karam claims Police wrongly dirededattention at David as the
offender and were selective in the-gathering and use of information which
supported their case. He suggests officers intentionally put before the jury
evidence which was slanted against David.

103. An important aspect of the original investigation was to establish as accurately
as possible the time David returned to the house after completing his paper
round. To do this, officers spoke next day [and later] with people in the locality
who had witnessed him making deliveries. Sightings were recorded and an
analysis made of his movements.
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104. In the book, Mr Karam implies that the time David returned home was not fixed
with any degree of precision and that the Police carelessly or unfairly handled
this aspect of the investigation. At the July meeting, he was critical that reports
submitted by Constables Purdon, Peeters and Thomson regarding times taken
to cover the paper round were widely disparate and he claims evidence given at
the trial was that which was least advantageous to David. He asserts Police
were less than honest in that regard and he raises further suggestions of a
Police conspiracy to deliberately "tweak back" timings. In addition to officers at
the immediate scene [discussed earlier], this now largely includes members
involved in aspects of the paper run. It is alleged times were adjusted to better
fit the case against David and this both revolves around the time he arrived
home from the paper run and when the family computer was switched on.175 A
related question of how far the washing machine was into its operating cycle
when the Police arrived, will be discussed later.

105. The allegation of impropriety over the paper round timings has been carefully
examined. Timings provided by Clark (David sighting 0645)176back to 0640177

and McConnell (papers not picked up 0545)178back to 0540179are what might
be expected when conducting initial interviews of witnesses. It is considered
the McConnell time is not relevant because it has no bearing on the time David
would have completed his run. There appears to be no dispute he started the
paper run at 0550.

106. Karam says important information of tests which favoured David was withheld.
He claims details of time tests conducted on 22 June 1994 by Constable
Purdon 180and Constable Peeters 181were not called by the Crown because they
did not 'fit' the Police scenario. Instead, evidence was adduced of tests
completed by Detective Thomson,182 on 28 March 1995, and Constable Peeters,
under the supervision of Thomson, on 10th and 11th April 1995.183

107. We have examined this allegation and have ascertained that the June 1994 time
tests were conducted over the complete paper round without using any
confirmed time references. The later tests of the whole circuit were conducted
so as to place David at the various points on the run where witnesses say they
saw him and to fit with times other people said their paper arrived that morning.
On the basis of that information, the investigators believed David began the run
earlier than usual. His own accounts of times are as follows:
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to Constable Van Turnhout184 "I left the house at 5.45 for my paper run
...(and) ...arrived back at 6.40 ... " According to Detective Sergeant
Dunne,185who was also present, David said he "arrived back about 20 to
7".

b) The same day at 1100 hours when asked where he does his paper run he
replied "Start at the corner of Albion and Aytoun Street ...this morning it
only took me three quarters of an hour'. 186

c) In a full written statement taken from him at midday the same day, he said
"...Iay there waking up until 20 to 6...1left the house at quarter to exactly ...1 .
left the top, where I pick up the first bundle at about 10 to 6...and at 20
minutes to 7exactly, I was just past Heath Street on the way up to my
place. It takes about two or three minutes to walk up to my house ...1wear
a watch and wanted to see how long the run had taken. I reckon about 45
minutes". 187

d) In a written statement recorded on Tuesday, 21 June, at 1435 hours David
was asked the question "Can you run through in detail what you saw and
did from the time you finished your run at 6.40" Answer "I walked in the
front door and closed it, I noticed that mum's light was on... ,,188

e) At the trial David testified "The time I got back to the house I can't recall
the exact the time but I know that I was at Heath Street at 6.40 exactly. I
told an officer it takes two or three minutes to get home, that is an
approximation I can't tell you exactly how long it takes. d89

108. By his own estimates David could have returned home after completing the
round that morning by around 0640 hours. The paper round tests (Heath Street
to 65 Every Street) were aimed at establishing time taken to cover the distance
at various paces, including slow to moderate walks. Of course, if the distance
was run, it would obviously reduce the time taken. There were no witnesses to
how David covered the last part of the circuit from Heath Street. He might have
walked casually with a slow dog as portrayed by Mr Karam or,.being.anxious to
hurry home, could have moved much quicker. The earlier tests in June 1994
[covering the complete paper run] did not specifically focus on the stretch from
Heath Street to 65 Every Street. Moreover, the June 1994 measurements
recorded times between 26 Every Street, where the last paper was delivered, to
65 Every Street. Number 26 Every Street is below Heath Street. Mr Karam's
allegation also included a claim that Detective Thomson was told to go out and
do the run faster because the earlier tests did not 'fir.
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production in court but attempts to have defence counsel agree to their
admission in evidence was declined unless considerable changes were made.
The Crown Prosecutor finally decided not to use the charts. Evidence of the
1995 tests were given at the trial by Detective Constable Thomson, including his
supervision of the Peeters tests. The defence did not require Constable
Peeters to testify and his evidence was read to the jury. Evidence was not
given of the tests completed in June 1994 of the full paper round, because the
later tests were considered the more relevant and also because the Crown
accepted that David [on his own admission and on the sightings of witnesses]
could be placed in the vicinity of Heath Street, heading home, if not already at
home, at about 0640 hours and his movements from that point were thought
most crucial to the case. However, full disclosure of the earlier tests was made
to defence counsel in documents supplied so that it cannot be said that evidence
was improperly withheld. Detective Constable Thomson emphatically denies he
was told to complete the test unfairly in order to improve the case against David
and there is no evidence he was.

110. Mr Karam has other criticisms of the tests. [a] They were not done at the time
the paper round is normally done in the early morriing, and [b] Constable
Peeters did not carry actual papers with him but simply pretended to place them
in the boxes, etc. If these are valid points they could have been developed .
further at the trial.

111. At the time of the initial investigation, the Police spoke with Denise Laney, a
local resident who had seen a person (later described as the paper boy) going
past the partially opened gate at 65 Every Street. She said the time on her car
clock was then 0650 but the clock was about five minutes fast.19o Because of
uncertainty over the accuracy of the watch of the Police officer who checked the
car clock, it was not possible to precisely determine the exact time of the
sighting. Like all other sightings and time estimations, it could at best be said
the time was around 0645 hours. Mr Karam, however, wishes it to be accepted
that this was a positively established; unequivocal and precise time.191 On that
basis he argues David could not have been the one who typed the message on
the computer and suggests that should have been an end to the accusation
against him. This, of course is very much an over-simplification. Times must
be weighed and balanced against other information before firm conclusions are
reached. At the trial, Mr Guest put to the jury a similar proposition as Mr Karam
now advances in the book. It seems implicit in the verdict that the jury did not
.accept that proposition.

112. We find the time was determined as accurately as possible and that nothing was
done to improperly or unfairly impact upon David Bain. We do not accept there
was any attempt to falsify or distort timings.
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